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Abstract: This paper presents a data-based stability analysis of a MIMO linear time-invariant discrete-time system, as an extension of the
previous results for a SISO system. In the MIMO case, a similar discussion as in the case of a SISO system is also applied, except that an
augmented input and output space is considered whose dimension is determined in relation to both the orders of the input and output vectors
and the numbers of inputs and outputs. As certain subspaces of the input and output space, both output data space and closed-loop data space
are defined, which contain all the behaviors of a system, respectively, with zero input in open-loop and with a control input in closed-loop.
Then, we can derive the data-based stability conditions, in which the open-loop stability can be checked by using a data matrix whose column
vectors span the output data space and the closed-loop stability can also be checked by using a data matrix whose column vectors span the
closed-loop data space.
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1. Introduction

In the field of system and control theory, it has been long and widely
accepted that themodel-based approach—or equivalently thepa-
rameter space approach, which employs a mathematical model
such as a transfer function, state equation, or kernel representa-
tion as the system representation, is the most effective, reliable, and
well-established method for control system analysis and design. In
this approach, the mathematical models can be obtained generally
in two different ways: either by the analytical formulation from first
principles, e.g., physical or chemical laws, or by the identification
from the experimental input and output data.

The original motivation of the present study is as follows: When the
input and output data is the only information available from a sys-
tem, with no knowledge about the physical or chemical laws of its
governing dynamics—which is common in practice, then there is no
inevitability that a mathematical model must be identified from the
input and output data to analyze or design a control system. In other
words, the parameter space approach is not a unique method, and
further it is possible that there exists another approach that does not
need to involve any mathematical models. From this consideration,
as an alternative to the parameter space approach, the authors have
proposed thedata space approachfor stability analysis and control
design of a linear time-invariant discrete-time system [1], [2].

In the data space approach, a set of the input and output data, which
provides the necessary and sufficient information about the dynamic
behavior of a system under certain condition, e.g., persistent exci-
tation, is solely and directly used to analyze or design a control
system. Furthermore, in this approach, it is possible to deal directly
with the uncertainties in data, which is mainly caused by noise.

The basic idea of the data space approach was first introduced by the
second author and his colleagues, and preliminary results have been
reported in [3], [4]. In the recent papers, the authors have intro-
duced the data-based stability conditions for a linear time-invariant
single-input and single-output (SISO) discrete-time systems in both
open-loop and closed-loop operations [1], [5]. In addition, by us-
ing the data-based stability condition for closed-loop systems, the
data-based design method of stabilizing controllers has also been

introduced in the framework of the data space approach [2], [6].

In the present paper, we will extend the previous results of the
data-based stability analysis for a SISO system to the case of a
linear time-invariant multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO)
discrete-time system. A similar discussion as in the case of a SISO
system can also be applied to the MIMO case. First, we consider an
input and output spaceas a linear vector space, whose dimension is
determined in relation to both the numbers of inputs and outputs and
the orders of the input vector and the output vector. In addition, the
notions of output data space and closed-loop data space are defined
as certain subspaces of the input and output space, which contain
all the dynamic behaviors of a system, respectively, with zero input
in open-loop and with a control input in closed-loop. Then, the sta-
bility of the system can be checked by examining how an arbitrarily
given initial point behaves on the data space. In order that, in the
framework of the Lyapunov’s second method, we derive both open-
loop and closed-loop versions of the data-based stability conditions,
in which the open-loop stability can be checked by using a data ma-
trix whose column vectors span the entire output data space, and
the closed-loop stability can also be checked by using a data matrix
whose column vectors span the entire closed-loop data space.

Throughout this paper, all the discussions are made upon the fol-
lowing assumptions:

• The system under consideration is a finite dimensional linear
time-invariant discrete-time system.

• When the dynamics of the system considered in the above as-
sumption is described as an input and output vector difference
equation, the orders of the input vector and output vector are
known in advance.

• all the input and output data are noise-free.

The following notations are used: for a subspaceS, S⊥ denotes the
orthogonal complement ofS, and for a matrixM, M⊥ denotes a
matrix of full column rank such thatM M⊥ = 0. R is the set of real
numbers, andN is the set of non-negative integers.In denotes the
n-dimensional identity matrix.
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2. MIMO Linear Time-invariant Discrete-time Systems
In this section, we will examine how a dynamic behavior of a lin-
ear time-invariant discrete-time system with multiple outputs and
multiple inputs can be described in the data space.
Let us first define the output vectory(k) ∈ R

N and the input vector
u(k) ∈ R

M , which consist ofN outputs andM inputs respectively,
as

y(k) =
[

y1(k) y2(k) · · · yN(k)
]T

, k∈ N (1)

u(k) =
[

u1(k) u2(k) · · · uM(k)
]T

, k∈ N, (2)

whereyi(k)(i = 1,2, · · · ,N) denotes thek-th time instant data of
the i-th outputyi , andu j (k)( j = 1,2, · · · ,M) denotes thek-th time
instant data of thej-th input u j . Then, we consider a bahavior of
a linear time-invariant discrete-time system withN outputs andM
inputs, which can be described by using an input and output vector
difference equation as

y(k+n)+An−1y(k+n−1)+ · · ·+A1y(k+1)+A0y(k)

= Bmu(k+m)+ · · ·+B1u(k+1)+B0u(k), k∈ N, (3)

where Ai ∈ R
N×N (i = 0,1, · · · ,n − 1) and B j ∈ R

N×M ( j =
0,1, · · · ,m) are constant matrices defined as

Ai =




ai(1,1) · · · ai(1,N)
...

...
ai(N,1) · · · ai(N,N)


 , i = 0,1, · · · ,n−1, (4)

B j =




b j(1,1) · · · b j(1,M)
...

...
b j(N,1) · · · b j(N,M)


 , j = 0,1, · · · ,m. (5)

In (3), without loss of generality, the coefficient matrix of the high-
est order term of the output vector is assumed to beN-dimensional
identity matrix. In addition, we assume thatBm is not a null matrix
and bothA0 andB0 are not null matrices at the same time, thenn
andm denote respectively the orders of the output vector and the
input vector, with satisfyingn > m.
Next, let us consider theinput and output spaceD, defined as

D = R
(n+1)N+(m+1)M

, (6)

where the dimension of the input and output space is denoted as
σ := dimD = (n+ 1)N + (m+ 1)M. Here, if we introduce a set
of data vectorsd(k) ∈ D, each of which consists of both(n+ 1)
consecutive output vectors and(m+ 1) consecutive input vectors,
defined as

d(k),
[

y(k+n)T · · · y(k)T u(k+m)T · · · u(k)T
]T

, k∈ N, (7)

then the input and output vector difference equation in (3) can be
rewritten as

ΘT d(k) = 0, k∈ N, (8)

where

Θ =
[

IN AT
n−1 · · · AT

0 −BT
m · · · −BT

0

]T ∈ R
σ×N

. (9)

From (8), it is easily seen that the degrees of freedom of the data
vectord(k) are restricted byN independent constraints imposed by

Θ. Therefore, all the data vectorsd(k), k ∈ N satisfying (8), i.e.,
all the behaviors of (3), have to reside in a certain subspace ofD,
defined as

Do , { d ∈ D | d ∈ ( span{Θ} )⊥ }, (10)

where the dimension ofDo is denoted asσo(= dimDo = σ −N =
nN+(m+1)M). We callDo theopen-loop data space, which can
serve as the system representation in the data space.

3. Data-based Stability Condition for Open-loop Systems
In this section, we derive a stability condition that enables us to
test the open-loop stability of a MIMO system by using a set of its
output data only.
3.1. Output Data Space
First, let us consider a behavior described by an output vector dif-
ference equation as

y(k+n)+An−1y(k+n−1)+ · · ·+A0y(k) = 0, k∈ N, (11)

which corresponds to the zero-input dynamics of the system as in
(3). To examine the behavior of (11), let us introduce a set ofoutput
data vectors dy(k) ∈ R

(n+1)N, each of which consists of(n+ 1)
consecutive output vectors, as

dy(k) ,

[
y(k+n)T y(k+n−1)T · · · y(k)T

]T
, k∈ N. (12)

Then, the output vector difference equation in (11) can be rewritten
as

ΘT
y dy(k) = 0, k∈ N, (13)

where

Θy =
[

IN AT
n−1 · · · AT

0

]T ∈ R
(n+1)N×N

. (14)

From (13), it can be easily seen that the degrees of freedom of the
output data vectordy(k) are restricted byN independent constraints
imposed byΘy. Therefore, all the output data vectorsdy(k), k ∈ N

satisfying (13), i.e., all the behaviors of (11), have to reside in a
certain subspace, called theoutput data space, as

Dy , { dy ∈ R
(n+1)N | dy ∈ ( span{Θy} )⊥ }, (15)

where the dimension ofDy is denoted asσy(= dimDy = (n+1)N−
N = nN).
Next, let us consider a set of time instants as

Ky = { k1, k2, · · · , kσy } ⊂ N, (16)

whose elements indicate anyσy time instants that need not neces-
sarily be consecutive. Then, we introduce anoutput data matrix
Ψy(Ky) ∈ R

(n+1)N×σy, whose columns areσy output data vectors
of (12) at the time instants inKy, as

Ψy(Ky) ,

[
dy(k1) dy(k2) · · · dy(kσy)

]
. (17)

Now, let us suppose that, for an arbitrary setKy, the column vec-
tors of Ψy(Ky) are linearly independent or, equivalently, span the
whole output data space, i.e.,span{Ψy(Ky)} = Dy. Then, the set
of the column vectors ofΨy(Ky) forms a basis ofDy, hence we
call Ψy(Ky) as a basis matrix of the output data spaceDy and de-
note it asΨy. Since the basis matrixΨy contains the necessary and
sufficient information about the dynamic behavior of (11), it is pos-
sible to investigate the system’s characteristics such as open-loop
stability by usingΨy.
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3.2. Data-based Open-loop Stability Condition
To see more effectively how the output data vector of (12) behaves
in the output data space, we consider an equivalent system repre-
sentation to (11) as

x(k+1) = Ax(k)

y(k) = Cx(k)
, k∈ N, (18)

where the vectorx(k) ∈ R
σy corresponds ton consecutive output

vectors as

x(k) =
[

y(k+n−1)T y(k+n−2)T · · · y(k)T
]T

, (19)

and the matricesA∈ R
σy×σy andC∈ R

N×σy are given as

A =



−An−1 · · · −A1 −A0

IN 0
...

...
IN 0


 (20)

C =
[

0 · · · 0 IN
]
. (21)

Now, let us consider a data matrixΦ(Ky) ∈ R
σy×σy, which consists

of σy vectorsx at the time instants inKy, as

Φ(Ky) =
[

x(k1) x(k2) · · · x(kσy)
]
. (22)

In addition, for another set of time instants, which is one time-step
forward-shifted version of the setKy, as

K
+1
y = { k1 +1, k2 +1, · · · , kσy +1 } ⊂ N, (23)

let us consider a data matrixΦ(K+1
y ) ∈ R

σy×σy as

Φ(K+1
y ) =

[
x(k1+1) x(k2+1) · · · x(kσy+1)

]
. (24)

Then, another expression for the constraints on the output data vec-
torsy(k), k∈ N is given as[

InN −A
][

Φ(K+1
y )

Φ(Ky)

]
= 0. (25)

From this, we have the relationship between the data matrices
[ Φ(K+1

y )T Φ(Ky)T ]T and the output data matrixΨy(Ky) in (17)
given as [

Φ(K+1
y )

Φ(Ky)

]
=

[
InN 0

0 InN

]
Ψy(Ky), (26)

where0 denotes annN×N null matrix.
From these settings, we provide a data-based open-loop stability
condition for a MIMO linear time-invariant discrete-times system
as follows:

Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent.

1) The system(18)has an asymptotically stable equilibrium x= 0.

2) For all the behaviors x(k) 6= 0, k ∈ N that satisfy(18), there
exists a positive definite symmetric matrix P∈R

σy×σy such that

xT(k+1)Px(k+1)−xT(k)Px(k) < 0. (27)

3) For a basis matrixΨy of the output data spaceDy, there exists
a positive definite symmetric matrix P∈ R

σy×σy such that

ΨT
y

[
InN 0

0 InN

]T [
P 0
0 −P

][
InN 0

0 InN

]
Ψy < 0. (28)

Proof. Since1)⇔ 2) is obvious, only2)⇔ 3) is shown here. First,
(27) can be rewritten as[

xT(k+1) xT(k)
][

P 0
0 −P

][
x(k+1)
x(k)

]
< 0. (29)

Then, the condition2) is equivalent to that, for all the behaviors
[ xT(k+1) xT(k) ]T 6= 0, k∈ N that satisfy[

InN −A
][

x(k+1)
x(k)

]
= 0, k∈ N, (30)

there exists a positive definite symmetric matrixP that satisfies
(29). Furthermore, from (29) and (30), an equivalent condition is
obtained by Finsler’s lemma [7] as

[
InN −A

]T

⊥

[
P 0
0 −P

][
InN −A

]
⊥

(31)

Here, since the matrix[ InN −A ] ∈ R
σy×2σy has the rank ofσy,

the rank of[ InN −A ]⊥ is σy. Hence, from (25) and (26), the
following relation holds:

span
{[

InN −A
]
⊥

}
= span

{[
InN 0

0 InN

]
Ψy

}
(32)

As a consequence, (31) and (28) are equivalent, hence2) ⇔ 3) is
proved.

In Theorem 1, the condition3) is one of the main results of this
paper, which enables us to check the open-loop stability of a MIMO
linear time-invariant discrete-time system—without involving any
information on the parameters ofA—by using only a basis matrix
Ψy of the output data spaceDy, i.e., a set of the experimental output
data.
From now on, let us briefly examine how we can construct a basis
matrix Ψy from a set of the output data, which is generated from
experiments as a zero-input response of the system. In a MIMO
system, unlike the case of a SISO system, it is not always possi-
ble to obtain the set of the output data, which has enough degrees
of freedom to construct a basis matrixΨy, i.e., a set ofσy linearly
independent output data vectors, from the experiments for a sin-
gle well-chosen initial condition. However, in general case, we can
obtain an extensive set of the output data by operating multiple ex-
periments forσy linearly independent initial conditions.
In order that, let us consider a set ofσy linearly independent initial
conditions as

X0 = { x1(0), x2(0), · · · , xσy(0) }. (33)

Now, if we operateσy-time experiments with respect to each initial
conditions inX0, then a set of data vectors is obtained as follows:{

x1(0), Ax1(0), · · · , Ar1−1x1(0) x2(0), Ax2(0), · · · , Ar2−1x2(0)

· · · · · · xσy(0), Axσy(0), · · · , Arσy−1xσy(0)
}

, (34)

wherer i (i = 1,2, · · · ,σy) denotes the number of linearly indepen-
dent data vectors that can be obtained with respect to each initial
conditionsxi(0) (i = 1,2, · · · ,σy). Since, in the set of data vectors
in (34)，there existσy linearly independent data vectors except for
such initial data vectorsxi(0) (i = 1,2, · · · ,σy), it is possible to ob-
tain a basis matrixΨy.
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4. Data-based Stability Condition
for Closed-loop Systems

In this section, we derive a stability condition that enables us to test
the closed-loop stability of a controlled MIMO system by using a
set of its input and output data only.
4.1. Closed-loop Data Space
Let us first reconsider the behavior of a MIMO linear time-invariant
discrete-time system to be controlled as

ŷ(k+n)+An−1 ŷ(k+n−1)+ · · ·+A1 ŷ(k+1)+A0 ŷ(k)

= Bmû(k+m)+ · · ·+B1 û(k+1)+B0 û(k), k∈ N. (35)

Next, we also consider a dynamic controller, which feeds the out-
puts of (35) back to generate the control input, as

û(k+m)+Dm−1 û(k+m−1)+ · · ·+D1 û(k+1)+D0 û(k)

= Cn−1 ŷ(k+n−1)+ · · ·+C1 ŷ(k+1)+C0 ŷ(k), k∈ N, (36)

where the coefficient matricesCi ∈ R
M×N (i = 0,1, · · · ,n−1) and

D j ∈ R
M×M ( j = 0,1, · · · ,m−1) are constant matrices defined as

Ci =




ci(1,1) · · · ci(1,N)
...

...
ci(M,1) · · · ci(M,N)


 , i = 0,1, · · · ,n−1, (37)

D j =




d j(1,1) · · · d j(1,M)
...

...
d j(M,1) · · · d j(M,M)


 , j = 0,1, · · · ,m−1. (38)

Here, Ci (i = 0,1, · · · ,n− 1) and D j ( j = 0,1, · · · ,m− 1) are as-
sumed to be given for stability test. Note also thatŷ(k) ∈ R

N and
û(k) ∈ R

M are introduced to denote the closed-loop output and in-
put vectors respectively, which are generated by satisfying (35) and
(36) simultaneously, in order to distinguish them from the open-
loop output and input vectorsy(k), u(k).
Now, if we consider a set ofclosed-loop data vectorŝd(k)∈D, each
of which consists of both(n+ 1) consecutive closed-loop output
vectors and(m+1) consecutive closed-loop input vectors, defined
as

d̂(k),
[

ŷ(k+n)T · · · ŷ(k)T û(k+m)T · · · û(k)T
]T

, k∈N, (39)

then the input and output vector difference equations in (35) and
(36) can be rewritten as[

ΘT

ΘT
c

]
d̂(k) = 0, k∈ N, (40)

whereΘ is given as in (9) and

Θc =
[

0 −CT
n−1 · · · −CT

0 IN DT
m−1 · · · DT

0

]T ∈ R
σ×M

.

(41)
From this, it is easily seen that the degrees of freedom of the closed-
loop data vectorŝd(k) are restricted by(N + M) independent con-
straints imposed byΘ andΘc. Therefore, all the closed-loop data
vectorsd̂(k), k ∈ N satisfying (40), i.e., all the behaviors of the
closed-loop system ((35) and (36)), have to reside in a certain sub-
space ofD, called theclosed-loop data space, as

Dc , { d̂ ∈ D | d̂ ∈ ( span{[Θ Θc ]} )⊥ }. (42)

where the dimension ofDc is denoted asσc(= dimDc = σ −N−
M = nN+nM).
Next, let us consider a set of time instants as

Kc = { k1, k2, · · · , kσc } ⊂ N, (43)

whose elements indicate anyσc time instants that need not neces-
sarily be consecutive. Then, we introduce aclosed-loop data matrix
Ψc(Kc) ∈ R

σ×σc, whose columns areσc closed-loop data vectors
of (39) at the time instants inKc, as

Ψc(Kc) ,

[
d̂(k1) d̂(k2) · · · d̂(kσc)

]
. (44)

Now, let us suppose that, for an arbitrary setKc, the column vectors
of Ψc(Kc) are obtained to be linearly independent or, equivalently,
span the whole closed-loop data spaceDc. Then, the set of the col-
umn vectors ofΨc(Kc) forms a basis ofDc. Therefore, we call
such data matrixΨc(Kc) as a basis matrix of the closed-loop data
spaceDc and denote it asΨc. Similarly to the open-loop case, since
the basis matrixΨc contains the necessary and sufficient informa-
tion about the dynamic behavior of the closed-loop system consists
of (35) and (36), it is possible to investigate the closed-loop stability
by usingΨc.
4.2. Data-based Closed-loop Stability Condition
To see how the closed-loop input and output vectors, which satisfy
(35) and (36) simultaneously, behave in the closed-loop data space
Dc as in (42), we consider an equivalent system representation to
(35) and (36) as

Ecxc(k+1) = Acxc(k)[
ŷ(k)
û(k)

]
= Ccxc(k)

, k∈ N, (45)

wherexc(k) ∈ R
σc denotes a vector, which consists of bothn con-

secutive closed-loop output vectors andm consecutive closed-loop
input vectors, as

xc(k) =
[

ŷ(k+n−1)T ŷ(k+n−2)T · · · ŷ(k)T

û(k+m−1)T û(k+m−2)T · · · û(k)T
]T

, (46)

and the matricesEc, Ac ∈ R
σc×σc andCc ∈ R

(N+M)×σc are given as

Ec =




IN −Bm 0 · · · 0
... [0]

IN
IN

[0]
...

IN




(47)

Ac =




−An−1 · · · −A1 −A0 Bm−1 · · · B1 B0

IN 0
...

... [0]
IN 0

Cn−1 · · · C1 C0 −Dm−1 · · · −D1 −D0

IN 0

[0]
...

...
IN 0



(48)
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Cc =

[
0 · · · 0 IN 0 · · · 0 0
0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 IN

]
. (49)

Now, let us consider a data matrixΦc(Kc)∈R
σc×σc, which consists

of σc vectorsxc at the time instants inKc, as

Φc(Kc) =
[

xc(k1) xc(k2) · · · xc(kσc)
]
. (50)

In addition, for another set of time instants, which is one time-step
forward shifted version ofKc, as

K
+1
c = { k1 +1, k2 +1, · · · , kσc +1 } ⊂ N, (51)

let us consider a data matrixΦc(K+1
c ) ∈ R

σc×σc as

Φc(K+1
c ) =

[
xc(k1+1) xc(k2+1) · · · xc(kσc+1)

]
. (52)

Then, another expression for the constraints on the closed-loop out-
put and input data vectorŝy(k), û(k), k∈ N is given as[

Ec −Ac

][
Φc(K+1

c )
Φc(Kc)

]
= 0. (53)

From this, we have the relationship between the data matri-
ces [ Φc(K+1

c )T Φc(Kc)T ]T and the closed-loop data matrix
Ψc(Kc) in (44) given as

[
Φc(K+1

c )
Φc(Kc)

]
=




InN 0

0

0

ImM 0

0 InN

0

0

0 ImM


 Ψc(Kc), (54)

where0 in the same block withInN denotes annN×N null matrix
and also0 in the same block withImM denotes anmM×M null
matrix.
From these settings, we provide a data-based closed-loop stability
condition for a MIMO linear time-invariant discrete-times system
as follows:

Theorem 2. The following statements are equivalent.

1) The system(45)has an asymptotically stable equilibrium xc=0.

2) For all the behaviors xc(k) 6= 0, k ∈ N that satisfy(45), there
exists a positive definite symmetric matrix P∈R

σc×σc such that

xT
c (k+1)Pxc(k+1)−xT

c (k)Pxc(k) < 0. (55)

3) For a basis matrixΨc of the closed-loop data spaceDc, there
exists a positive definite symmetric matrix P∈R

σc×σc such that

ΨT
c




InN 0

0

0

ImM 0

0 InN

0

0

0 ImM




T[
P 0
0 −P

]


InN 0

0

0

ImM 0

0 InN

0

0

0 ImM


Ψc < 0.

(56)

Proof. Since the matrixEc in (45) is nonsingular, we have

xc(k+1) = E−1
c Acxc(k). (57)

Therefore, it can be proved in similar way to that of Theorem 1.

The condition3) in Theorem 2 is another main result of this paper,
which enables us to check the closed-loop stability of a controlled
MIMO system—without involving any information on the parame-
ters ofEc andAc— by using only a basis matrixΨc of the closed-
loop data spaceDc, i.e., a set of the closed-loop input and output
vectors. Also, in a similar way to the open-loop case, it is possible
to obtain a basis matrixΨc.

5. Conclusions
In the present paper, as an extension of the previous results for a
SISO system, we have developed both open-loop and closed-loop
versions of the data-based stability conditions for a MIMO linear
time-invariant discrete-time system, which do not need to employ
any mathematical models.
Throughout the paper, a similar discussion as in the case of a SISO
system is carried out. However, as a more general case of a MIMO
system, we also need to pay attention to the case when the orders of
the output vector and the input vector in each equations of a vector
difference equation are not identical. This issue will be dealt with
later in another paper.
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